The Right Choice in Rotors
5000 Series

Only Rain Bird® Rotors Feature
Rain Curtain™ Technology for
Superior Water Distribution and
Green Grass Results
In side-by-side comparisons with the competition,
the distinct advantages of Rain Curtain Technology
can be seen with the naked eye.
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Large Droplets for Consistent Performance

The Next Evolution in Rotor Performance
The 5000 Series Rotor is a rugged, mid-range gear
driven rotor offering durability, performance, and
the convenience of arc adjustment from the
top. With features such as a rubber cover,
reversing full and part circle operation, a
multi-function wiper seal, a true 4"
pop-up, and most importantly
Rain Curtain™ nozzles, it is quite
evident why professional
contractors world-wide choose
Rain Bird’s 5000 Series Rotor.

Features and Benefits
Standard Rubber Cover

Larger water droplets are far less susceptible to wind, and
greatly minimize misting and airborne evaporation. This
competitive advantage assures that the right amount of
water goes where it needs to go, which saves time, money
and one of nature's most valuable resources.

A thick rubber cover resists debris and offers the
ultimate in safety.

Rain Curtain™ Nozzles
The industry’s only Rain Curtain™ Nozzles offer
superior water distribution for green grass results.
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Effective Close-in Watering

Reversing Full and Part-Circle Rotation
40°-360° arc adjustment from the top with only a
flat-blade screwdriver.

Multi-Function Wiper Seal
Rain Bird’s Multi-Function Wiper Seal creates two
sealing points. These multiple sealing points
protect the internals from debris and assures
positive popup and retraction over the life of the
rotor.

True 4" Pop-up (also available in 6" and 12")

The competitive advantage is that efficient and gentle
close-in watering eliminates dry spots around the rotor
without seed washout.

Measured from the top of the case cover to the nozzle
thus assuring that the spray pattern clears tall grass.

Seal-A-Matic™ (SAM) (optional)
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Even Distribution Over the Entire Radius

A check device prevents puddling and erosion
caused by low-head drainage.
“The 5000 Series is a great rotor. It’s easy to use, easy to adjust, and I love the
performance I get with the Rain Curtain nozzles.With the Rain Bird name
backing it up, I couldn’t ask for anything more.”
Lewis Poore
C. Lewis Poore Company, Inc.
Anderson, South Carolina

The broad range of Rain Curtain nozzles is engineered
to deliver optimum distribution uniformity across the
entire radius range. The competitive advantage is that
this uniformity compensates for varying environmental
conditions, which in turn offers design flexibility and
assures green grass results.

Rain Curtain™ Technology
Superior Water Distribution for
Green Grass Results
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